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Instructions:
1. DURATION = 18O min.

2. This exam has 6 pages including this one

3. Clearly flll up the boxes
4.

above with your information

answers should be written in this examination booklet in the indicated spaces. Use the extra blank
pages if you need extra space

A11

5. Please state all your assumptions and show all your work. Make sure to indicate this. Partial credit
will be given if the reasoning is correct, even if the solution is not; however, none will be given for
unsubstantiated claims, even if perfectly correct.
6. Notes (and/or books) are not allowed.
7. Electronic devices are not allowed.
8. Make sure that your hand writing is neat and readable, and your drawings (ifbny) are clear.
9. The problems were ordered at random.
Do not write in this
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l.

(24 marks)

I'etce

lR", b e lR- and

A€lR*'n- Considerthe problem

min-

cTr

(P) s.t. Ar : b
ll"ll'< 1

:

r + vr (Ar - b) + z(llrll2 * 1) be the Lagrangian of (P).
(a) [4 pointsl Is (P) convef
(b) [ pointslls tr convet'2
(c) [4 pointsl Write the KKT conditions for (P).
(d) [6 pointsl Compute g(y, z) the dual funct-ion of (P).
(e) [2 pointslWrite the dual problem for (P).
(fl [4 pointst Does strong duality hold?

r-et L(r,v, z)
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2. (f8 marks)

I*t f : lR" -+ lR be a convex function.
i. Let r,s € lR". Define $(t) : f (" * ts). Show that $'(t) is monotonically non-decreasing for all ,.
ii. Foranyt>0andr €E', deflne g(r,t):tf(ult). (NoticethatDomg:lR" x 1R11.) Showthatgis

(a) [1O pointsl

convex.

[b) [8 pointsl Let /r, /2 : lR -+ lR be strictly convex functions. I-et h e lR be the minimizer of fi and t2
be the minimizer of /2. Assume t1 ( t2. l,ret / : lR + lR be defined by i(t) : fr(t) + fz(fi.lre the
following statements true? (remember to justiff your answers).
i. / is strictly convex
ii. Irt t be a minim%er of /. Then t1 1t I t2.
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3. (14 marks)
(a) [8 pointsl Consider the convex optimization problem

(CO) min, f(")

s.t.

let L(r,y)

be the l,agrangian of (CO). I-et
feasible point,

Si(r) <

0

(fr,il be a KKT solution for (CO). Show that for any

L(i,0)<L(*,0)<f(").

(b) [6 pointsl Consider the following pair of equivalent problems

(P-orig) min f (")

s.t.

s@) <

b

i. Assume (x*,g*) is KKT point for (P-cube). Find

(P-cube) min f (r)

s.t.

s@),

<b,

a KKT point for (p-ori$.

(CO)-

ft

I'
I

(
I

I
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4. (24 marks) l-et f : lR" + lR be a continuous differentiable function. Assume that for some a the sublevelset D":{r, f(r) < a} isbounded. Letllbesomepositive semidefinite nxnmatrixandlbethe
n x rz idenUty matrix. Consider the following algorithm to find min, /(z).

I

Require: xo € Do; initial point.

kr-0.

I

fI > 0.

while some non-optimalitg condition do

Let sk : *(*H + I)V f (rk).
: argmin^>o f (rk
Do line search; Let

i

l

1*1 *k+r

I

k<-k+l

:

+

lsk).

xk + \k sk ^fr

end whlle

return rk

Assume that the non-optimalit5r condition used as stoping criterium is

V

f (rp) 10.

(a) [1O pointsl Show that in each iteration:
i. (sk)ry/(zo) < o.
ii. ,\k exists and .\* > 0.

iii. (sfr)rV/(rk+l) :

0.

[b) [6 pointsl Assume r : Iim*-+o rk and F: limr+- se exist. Show that V/(t) : 0.
(c) [2 pointsl Show that if / is convex then r is a global minimizer of /.
(d) [6 pointsl E4plain why the optimality condition used is not practical. Give a practical optimality
condition that will ensure "almost optimalit5/. Explain in what sense your solution is almost
optimal.

